Traditions | Special Call to Artists
Experimental Installation Exhibition | Winter 2020
In January 2020, EAC will host an experimental installation exhibition titled Traditions. From
December 17 – 20, 2019 and January 7 – 10, 2020, participants are invited to add photographs to
“the line” that represent, depict, reference, or reflect on a personal tradition. These photos can
be snapshots captured at a moment in time or images created to represent a tradition in time
and place. Traditions can include anything from holidays and family to inside jokes and
accidental occurrences that are remembered or reflected on regularly. The idea is that for the
reception on Saturday, January 11, 2020, the Loranger Gallery will be filled with images that
represent the traditions of our creative community.
Please note: images can be submitted on any type of paper, from copy paper to high resolution photo paper, but all images must be
photographs. We strongly encourage participants to scan or reproduce images that are one of a kind and do not exist in digital format, as we do
not want anyone to lose a sentimental document.

Receiving date: Tuesday – Friday, December 17 – 20, 2019; January 7 – 10, 2020*
Reception: Saturday, January 11, 2020, 2 – 4 pm | Removal date: Saturday, January 18, 2020

Generation after
generation enjoy the
Easter tradition of
coloring eggs in the
Spring. The tradition is
fun to enjoy with the
newest members trying it
for the first time and
always recalls memories
of times gone by.

MC’s story: After moving 3x in 2 years, MC
knew she had to part with her mother’s
turkey roaster, but was having trouble
because of all the joyous memories of their
family traditions. In discussing with a
colleague, her peer said “the turkey roaster is
not your mother!” With that, she took a
photo to remind her of their sentimental
turkey traditions and let it go!

Exhibition sponsored in part:

National Donut Day on
June 5 comes at the end
of a long season for a
small staff, when the
days get longer, the
traffic gets lighter and
they can pause briefly to
reflect on their successes
for the year. It’s the
perfect time and way to
celebrate a great year.
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